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Abstract

1. Introduction
With the advent of convolutional neural networks
(CNNs), significant performance improvements have been
achieved in many computer vision research areas [4, 13, 17,
35]. As the number of available datasets increases and computational resources become more powerful, many deep
learning models require higher computing costs and memory footprints for inference. However, considering that
many real-world tasks are performed in real-time, demands
for heavy computation and enormous model size limit the
applicability of deep neural networks. Therefore, there remains a need for an efficient approach that can resolve the
problem of computational costs while preserving accuracy.
With a given pre-trained network, network pruning aims
to create a more light network that can achieve accurate
estimation and efficient inference time. Early Pruning
research [3] has primarily focused on removing individ-
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Network pruning is an effective method that reduces
the computation of neural networks while maintaining high
performance. This enables the operation of deep neural
networks in resource-limited environments. In a general
large network, the roles of each channel often inevitably
overlap with those of others. Therefore, for more effective pruning, it is important to observe the correlation between features in the network. In this paper, we propose
a novel channel pruning method, namely, the linear combination approximation of features (LCAF). We approximate each feature map by a linear combination of other
feature maps in the same layer, and then remove the most
approximated one. Additionally, by exploiting the linearity of the convolution operation, we propose a supporting
method called weight modification, to further reduce the
loss change that occurs during pruning. Extensive experiments show that LCAF achieves state-of-the-art performance in several benchmarks. Furthermore, ablations on
the LCAF demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach in
a variety of ways.
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Figure 1. Graphical view of feature maps between the convolutional layers in the CNN. We approximate each feature map by a
linear combination of other features. The feature maps are visually
similar because they share the same spatial information. At deeper
layers, the approximation becomes easier because the dimensions
decrease and the number of channels increases.

ual weights that have a minor impact on the performance
of deep neural networks. However, this weight pruning
method has difficulty in speeding up the CNN in practice
because of its unstructured sparsity. Subsequently, channel
pruning methods that eliminate each channel with all their
connections are more preferred because of their structural
and practical advantages [8, 24, 41]. In this study, we also
adopt channel pruning to take these benefits.
Recent pruning studies can be categorized into two directions, which are redundancy-based pruning [3, 24, 27],
and replaceability-based pruning [8, 20]. Redundancy, a
traditional well-known concept in pruning, focuses on a
specific filter which has the least influence on the computation of the network. The redundancy-based method removes the filter with the lowest impact without considering
the upcoming fine-tuning stage, e.g. filter with the smallest norm. When this filter is removed, the network is compressed without inducing much difference. However, this
approach has the drawback that it neglects the existence of a
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fine-tuning stage. In general, after pruning is completed, the
remaining parameters are re-trained to recover the network.
Therefore, less impact at the moment of pruning does not
guarantee high performance at the final. On the other hand,
the replaceability-based approach [8, 20] for pruning concentrates on the correlation between features while also taking into account the re-training stage that follows the pruning. When it removes a replaceable filter, the loss might
increase at that instant. However, it can soon be recovered
to a better optimal point during the fine-tuning stage if the
eliminated filter has replaceability. However, this approach
also has a disadvantage in that there is often a lack of clear
theoretical explanation to support its reasonable intuition.
To take the strengths of both methods, we propose a
novel channel pruning method called linear combination
approximation of features (LCAF), which prunes the channel by considering the correlation between features. In the
LCAF, we approximate each feature map as a linear combination of other feature maps in the same layer (Figure 1).
Then, the feature with the lowest approximation error is regarded as a replaceable feature to be pruned. After pruning,
the remaining features in the same layer successfully cover
the role of the removed one. The LCAF framework is composed of an additional crucial method weight modification
to support the theoretical basis of LCAF. By exploiting the
linearity of the convolutional layer, the loss increase of the
network can be further reduced when we directly modify
the remaining weights to appropriate values. This method
takes advantage of the redundancy-based approach, which
minimizes the actual change in the network.
A graphical view of a CNN in Figure 1 shows the feature
maps at the middle of a pre-trained network. The main idea
of LCAF is inspired by the following observations on these
features. First, the feature maps in the same layer are visually similar. More precisely, they are spatially well-aligned
owing to the properties of the CNN operation. Information from the same receptive field exists at exactly the same
location for every feature. Therefore, the features can be
expressed with others by a simple linear operation. Second,
in the deeper layers, the size of the feature map decreases,
and the number of channels increases. Theoretically, the
span of vectors is more likely to cover all spaces if there
are many vectors with low dimensions. Apart from their
visual similarity, this mathematical perspective implies that
the features can be successfully expressed by a combination
of other features. Third, with the concept of replaceability,
the role of the linearly approximated feature can be recovered after the pruning when their roles overlap a lot.
LCAF is not only an intuitive idea but has also shown
remarkable results in extensive experiments. We achieved
state-of-the-art performance in CIFAR-10 [16] and ImageNet [33] experiments. Various ablation studies have also
proven the efficacy of LCAF in many respects.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
• We propose a novel channel pruning method, LCAF,
which prunes the most approximated feature by the linear combination of other features.
• The loss change after pruning can be further reduced
by directly modifying the remaining weights in convolutional layers to appropriate values. We call this a
weight modification method.

2. Related Works
Network Pruning. Pruning is a technique that removes
unnecessary parameters of the network to make a compact
and fast model. As previously described, early pruning
began with a weight-removal approach [3]. However, because each channel of CNNs is related to a large number
of weights, pruning of each weight results in an unstructured network. Subsequently, this makes it difficult to utilize the network in a BLAS library, and it does not result
in a faster inference of the CNNs practically. In contrast,
channel pruning, which eliminates individual channels with
all connected weights, accelerates the inference time because entire channels are eliminated. Early channel pruning
studies used several heuristic approaches, such as Lasso regression [9, 27], or removing zero-activation neurons in the
network [12]. Zhuang et al. [41] proposed discriminativeaware channel pruning and discrimination-aware losses to
select the most significant channels for the networks. He et
al. [8] focused on eliminating filters close to the geometric median of the filters within a layer. LRF [15] proposed
the linearly replaceable filter which utilizes the linear approximation between the filter values. LRF shows notable
results in terms of FLOPs, but it requires a number of additional layers which damage the inference time. Furthermore, in recent years, some novel methods have adopted
meta-learning [19, 25] or reinforcement learning [7].
Network pruning has a variety of distinct directions, unlike the traditional way which compresses the pre-trained
network. Liu et al., [26] doubts the benefit of the pruning
framework by comparing it to the scratch training with extended training epochs. Li et al., [18] and Frankle et al., [1]
try to obtain the optimal sub-network structure using the
characteristics of the large network, and then train it from
the scratch, not compressing from the pre-trained network.
Other Methods. In addition to pruning, various approaches are being conducted to improve the efficiency of
the network. The knowledge distillation technique [10, 32,
38] extracts information from a large pre-trained network
and transfers it to a small network. Therefore, the network
exhibits reasonable performance with fewer parameters.
The network architecture search (NAS) method [23, 31, 42]
automatically finds the network structure instead of handdesigned architecture. It is similar to pruning in that a model
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  I_l^{i} = \sum _{k \ne i}\lambda _l^{i,k} I_l^{k} + \epsilon _l^{i} \label {eq:linearapproximation} 
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Figure 2. Feature maps between two convolutional layers. Each
feature map can be approximated as a linear combination of the
other feature maps since they have the same dimensions. The following Cl is further modified by weight modification to reduce the
loss change.

can employ fewer parameters to achieve a certain performance while finding a proper structure for a task. In addition, in some studies, networks have been manually designed to achieve faster inference of the model [2,11,37,40].
Because these methods are complementary to ours, they can
be further combined with our proposed approach.

(2)

i
where i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n}, λi,k
l are scalar coefficients, and ϵl
is an approximation error that has the same dimensions as
Ili . As shown in Figure 1, these features share many characteristics; therefore, this linear combination yields a reasonable approximation.
In CNN, the role of each feature is closely related to how
the feature is correlated with other features. Therefore, we
regard the most linearly approximated feature as the channel to be pruned. The role of this feature can be successfully
covered by the remaining features since the fine-tuning process typically follows immediately after each pruning step
to recover the damaged network in the pruning field.
Our goal is to approximate each feature as best as possible by a linear combination of other features. Each λi,k
l can
be obtained from the following optimization problem:

  \arg \min _{\lambda _l^{i,k}} ||\epsilon _l^i|| = \arg \min _{\lambda _l^{i,k}} ||I_l^i - \sum _{k \ne i}\lambda _l^{i,k} I_l^{k}|| 

(3)

3. Method
3.1. Notations
A pre-trained network ϕ(·) has a set of N convolutional
layers {C1 , C2 , · · · CN }, where Cl denotes the l-th convolutional layer. Cl has a weight Wl ∈ Rnl−1 ×nl ×kl ×kl , where
nl is the number of output channels of Cl , and kl × kl is
the kernel size. For convenience, we denote the collection
of weights connected to the q-th output channel as Wl:,q and
the collection of weights connected to the p-th input channel as Wlp,: . The input feature maps of Cl are denoted by
n
Il = {Il1 , Il2 , · · · , Il l−1 } ∈ Rb×nl−1 ×hl ×wl , where b is the
batch size of the input, and hl and wl are the height and
width, respectively. The i-th input feature map Ili is connected to Wli,: of Cl to generate the output feature map. The
convolution operation of Cl can then be defined as follows:

(1)

  C_{l}(\mathcal {I}_l) = \sum _{k=1}^{n_{l-1}} I_l^k * \mathcal {W}_{l}^{k,:} \label {eq:conv} 

where ∗ denotes the 2D convolution operation.

3.2. Linear Approximation of Features
{Il1 , Il2 , · · ·

n
, Il l−1 }

For the input feature Il =
from any
layer, each i-th feature map has the same dimension as the
others. Therefore, as shown in Figure 2, any Ili can be expressed as a linear combination of the other features as follows:

To simplify the problem, we flatten each tensor I to a col˜ Using partial derivatives with respect to λi,1 ,
umn vector I.
l
we obtain

  \frac {\partial ||\epsilon _l^i||^2}{\partial \lambda _l^{i,1}} = -2{\tilde {I}_l^{1\top }} \tilde {I}_l^i + 2{\tilde {I}_{l}^{1\top }} (\sum _{k \ne i}\lambda _l^{i,k} \tilde {I}_l^{k}) = 0 

(4)

  \sum _{k \ne i}{\tilde {I}_l^{1\top }} \tilde {I}_l^{k} \lambda _l^{i,k} = {\tilde {I}_l^{1\top }} \tilde {I}_l^i 

(5)
Without loss of generality, we obtain an nl−1 − 1 system
of linear equations from the partial derivative with respect
to each λi,k
l . Then, this system of linear equations can be
organized as the following simple matrix computation:
  A^\top A \Lambda = A^\top \tilde {I}_l^i \label {eq:last} 
(6)

 1
n
where A = I˜l I˜l2 · · · I˜li−1 I˜li+1 · · · I˜l l−1 and
h
i⊤
i,nl−1
i,2
i,i−1
i,i+1
Λ = λi,1
.
λ
·
·
·
λ
λ
·
·
·
λ
l
l
l
l
l
i
After obtaining all λi,k
l , each ϵl is computed from Equation 2. This process does not require fine-tuning or backpropagation which incurs a heavy computational cost. The
detailed time complexity of this calculation is described in
Section 5.4. A more detailed mathematical derivation of
this process can be found in the supplementary material.
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3.3. Loss Reduction by Weight Modification
The convolutional layer Cl that follows immediately after the input feature map Il has linearity. This makes an
additional useful method available. After the removal of a
channel, the loss of the network can be further reduced by
directly modifying the value of Wl to the appropriate value.
The aim of our channel pruning is to remove the i-th feature map Ili and all its connected weights Wli,: . We assume
that the specific i-th feature map Ili can be approximated as
P
k
i
Ili = k̸=i λi,k
l Il + ϵl from Equation 2. By substituting
this into Equation 1, the operation of Cl can be approximated without using the i-th feature and Wli,: as follows:
  \footnotesize \begin {split} C_{l}(\mathcal {I}_l) & = \sum _{k\ne i} I_l^k * \mathcal {W}_{l}^{k,:}+ (\sum _{k \ne i}\lambda _l^{i,k} I_l^{k} + \epsilon _l^{i})*\mathcal {W}_l^{i,:}\\ & = \sum _{k\ne i} I_l^k * (\mathcal {W}_{l}^{k,:}+ \lambda _l^{i,k} \mathcal {W}_l^{i,:}) + \epsilon _l^{i}*\mathcal {W}_l^{i,:}\\ & \approx \sum _{k\ne i} I_l^k * (\mathcal {W}_{l}^{k,:}+ \lambda _l^{i,k} \mathcal {W}_l^{i,:}) \end {split} \label {eq:weightinduc} 

the weight modification, our pruning process is equivalent
to converting Ili to Ili − ϵil from the following formulation:
  \begin {split} \overline {C}_{l}(\mathcal {I}_{l}^{-i}) & = C_{l}(\mathcal {I}_{l}) - \epsilon _l^{i}*\mathcal {W}_l^{i,:}\\ & = C_{l}(\{I_l^1, \cdots , I_{l}^{i-1}, I_{l}^i-\epsilon _l^i, I_{l}^{i+1}, \cdots , I_l^{n_{l-1}}\}) \end {split} \label {eq:weightinduction} 
(10)
In the LCAF, owing to the benefits of weight modification,
the pruning of the channel is equivalent to converting I i to
I i − ϵi . This is a significantly smaller change compared to
conventional pruning, which makes I i zero. Subsequently,
our problem becomes measuring the importance of each ϵil ,
or how the network is affected when each feature value is
reduced by an amount ϵi .

3.4. Criterion for Global Pruning
(7)

Since ϵil is an approximation error with a low norm, the
Cl (Il ) can be approximated as above. The last line of Equation 7 seems to be another form of the simple 2D convolution operation of nl−1 − 1 input channels without Ili . If we
appropriately modify the weight values of Cl , this derivation can be further expressed as follows:
  C_{l}(\mathcal {I}_l) \approx \sum _{k\ne i} I_l^k * (\mathcal {W}_{l}^{k,:}+ \lambda _l^{i,k} \mathcal {W}_l^{i,:}) = \overline {C}_{l}(\mathcal {I}_{l}^{-i}), \label {eq:weightmodification} 

(8)

Each i-th feature map in each layer can be linearly approximated using Equation 2. Further loss reduction is possible owing to weight modification. After that, to prune
a model, we need to set a channel selection criterion that
determines the most replaceable channel. In this study, a
global pruning criterion, rather than layer-wise pruning, is
employed. We propose two pruning criteria: normalized
norm and gradient-based.
Normalized Norm. As described above, LCAF pruning
is equivalent to changing Ili to Ili − ϵil . Since the difference
caused by pruning is ϵil , only the value of ϵil needs to be
considered, regardless of the value of Ili . From this observation, we propose a normalized norm criterion as follows:

n

where we define Il−i = {Il1 , · · · , Ili−1 , Ili+1 , · · · , Il l−1 },
which does not include the i-th feature map. And C l is
defined as a modified version of Cl with having a weight
W l ∈ R(nl−1 −1)×nl ×kl ×kl , where
  \overline {\mathcal {W}}_{l}^{k,:}= \mathcal {W}_{l}^{k,:}+\lambda _{l}^{i,k} \mathcal {W}_l^{i,:}. \label {eq:wm} 

(9)

for all k ̸= i.
The above derivations imply the following statement:
When we remove a certain channel, the change in loss will
be further reduced if we modify the remaining weights to
appropriate values. In this work, we modify the remaining
weight values as shown in Equation 9 whenever we prune a
channel. This procedure is referred to as the weight modification. The conventional pruning method simply removes a
channel that is considered to be unnecessary. However, the
loss increase always exists during pruning since the value of
the feature map is not zero. Compared to existing studies,
weight modification is always effective in that it reduces the
loss change.
In existing works, pruning the i-th channel and all its
connected weights is equivalent to a situation in which a
feature map Ili becomes a zero matrix. However, owing to

  \arg \min _{l,i} \frac {||\epsilon _l^i||}{\sum _{k}{||\epsilon _l^k||}} \label {eq:norm_based} 

(11)

P
The denominator k ||ϵkl || is adopted as the normalization
for global pruning. Without this normalization, pruning
mainly occurs in the deeper layers since the feature map
tends to have a smaller norm (smaller feature map size) in a
deeper layer. The ablation on the existence of this normalization is presented in Section 5.3.
Gradient-Based Approach.
Estimation of the loss
change using the gradient is known to be an effective approach [28, 39]. To compare this approach with our normalized norm criterion, we also establish the gradient-based
criterion as follows. In our LCAF scheme, the loss difference ∆L after pruning is a function w.r.t. Ili .
  |\Delta \mathcal {L} (I_l^i)| = |\mathcal {L}(I_l^i) - \mathcal {L}(I_l^i-\epsilon _l^i)| \label {eq:loss} 

(12)

Inspired by Molchanov et al. [28], we use the Taylor series
to expand L(Ili − ϵil ). By applying the first-order approximation of the Taylor series, Equation 12 becomes
  |\Delta \mathcal {L} (I_l^i)| \approx | \epsilon _l^i \cdot \frac {\partial \mathcal {L}}{\partial I_l^i}| \label {eq:gradientbased} 
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(13)

where · is an inner product, and ∂L/∂Ili is a partial derivative of L with respect to each element in Ili . Therefore,
this equation indicates that the Taylor series approximation
is summed over all elements in Ili . To minimize the loss
change, the gradient-based criterion is defined to find the
channel with the smallest value in Equation 13. In Section 5.3, we reveal this gradient-based criterion could be
problematic in real scenarios. The detailed derivation is described in the supplementary material.

Table 1. Pruning results of ResNet on the CIFAR-10 dataset. Top1 is the accuracy after the pruning. FLOPs ↓ and Params ↓ represents the reduction of FLOPs and parameters in percentage, respectively. The results are ordered by FLOPs ↓ (higher is more
compressed).

Method

Top-1 (%)

Params ↓ (%)

ResNet-32
Baseline
SFP [6]
FPGM [8]
LFPC [5]
LCAF

3.5. Entire Pruning Process
Given a pre-trained network, the following four processes are repeated until the desired compression rate is
reached. 1) m samples of training images are forwarded
to obtain the feature map values Ili of each layer. 2) Following Equation 11, calculate the normalized norm criterion for
every channel. 3) Globally prune k channels with the least
importance, and the appropriate weight modification is applied. 4) One epoch of fine-tuning proceeds after every r
times of pruning.
After completing the above pruning process, we proceed
to the final fine-tuning stage to boost up the performance
and improve the generalization ability.

92.73
92.08
92.31
92.12
92.44

41.5
41.5
52.6
55.4

43.9

ResNet-56
Baseline
CCP [30]
DCP [41]
LCAF
HRank [20]
FPGM [8]
LFPC [5]
LCAF
DHP [19]
HRank [20]
LCAF

93.44
93.69
93.81
93.91
93.17
93.49
93.24
93.45
92.94
90.72
92.17

4. Experiments

47.0
47.1
48.0
50.0
52.6
52.9
60.0
60.9
74.1
75.3

70.3
49.2
42.4
53.1
58.9
68.1
77.3

ResNet-110

4.1. Experimental Settings
Datasets. To validate the effectiveness of the proposed method, we used two image classification benchmark
datasets: CIFAR-10 [16] and ImageNet [33]. CIFAR-10 is a
10-class classification dataset that contains 50k training images and 10k validation images. ImageNet is a large-scale
image classification dataset with 1.2M training images and
50k validation images of 1,000 classes.
Training and Pruning settings. For CIFAR, We followed the original ResNet [4] training settings to prepare a
baseline network. For ImageNet, we used the official pretrained model from PyTorch [29]. Standard data augmentation techniques are adopted for all the datasets. The experiments are conducted on four RTX 2080Ti GPUs.
The LCAF simultaneously prunes k = 10 channels globally. One epoch of fine-tuning follows the r = 5 pruning steps; m = 256 samples of training images are used
to obtain the feature values. After the pruning process is
completed, we re-train the pruned network to increase the
generalization ability and boost the performance. The final
fine-tuning stage is similar to the original training settings,
with a reduced learning rate of one-tenth of the original.
We adopt the normalized norm criterion (Eq. 11) for every quantitative evaluation except for the ablation in Section 5.3. All results of LCAF are the average of five runs.
To use the weight modification, we need a convolutional
layer after the feature map. For the plain network, every

FLOPs ↓ (%)

Baseline
GAL [22]
HRank [20]
LCAF
LFPC [5]
HRank [20]
DHP [19]
LCAF

93.77
92.74
93.36
93.92
93.07
92.65
92.39
93.09

48.5
58.2
60.1
60.3
68.6
78.4
80.1

44.8
59.2
59.8
68.7
77.6
82.3

input feature map of the convolutional layer is used as the
pruning subject. For ResNet-based architectures that have
shortcuts, we prune only the channels inside the block. The
input tensor of the first convolutional layer of each block is
not used for the LCAF criterion calculation and pruning.

4.2. Comparative Experiments
4.2.1

Results on CIFAR-10

ResNet. We conducted experiments for ResNet [4] on
CIFAR-10 at three different depths: 32, 56, and 110. The
results of the CIFAR-10 experiment are listed in Table 1.
We achieved state-of-the-art performance in all settings.
For each network, several different LCAF models are created for fair comparisons with the other methods at similar
FLOPs reduction. Since each result has a different compression rate, so it is better to observe the result carefully by
considering both accuracy and FLOPs. For ResNet-32, the
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Table 2. Comparison results of VGG-16 on CIFAR-10 dataset.

Method
Baseline
SSS [14]
GAL [22]
HRank [20]
LCAF
HRank [20]
LCAF

Top-1 (%)

FLOPs ↓ (%)

Params ↓ (%)

93.94
93.40
90.73
93.43
93.52
91.23
93.06

3.4
45.2
53.5
60.1
76.5
80.1

64.0
82.2
82.9
76.6
92.0
90.6

LCAF clearly outperforms all previous works by achieving
the highest accuracy while reducing more FLOPs. Compared to the LFPC [5], there is a 0.32% improvement in
Top-1 accuracy, with a reduction of 3% more FLOPs. For
ResNet-56, at an acceleration of approximately 60%, the
LCAF is ahead of the others, and even reduces the FLOPs
by 8% compared to LFPC [5] and FPGM [8]. At an acceleration of approximately 75%, a considerable margin of
1.45% compared to the HRank [20] is obtained. In the
ResNet-110 experiment, the difference in performance between the LCAF and the other methods is more noticeable.
LCAF outperforms the others with FLOPs reductions of
approximately 60% and 80%. In particular, compared to
LFPC, a 20% more reduction in FLOPs is achieved while
recording the same performance.
VGG. To validate our effectiveness in a plain network,
experiments with the VGG-16 [36] network are conducted.
Table 2 shows a performance comparison with other studies. Compared with HRank, LCAF (60% FLOPs reduction)
achieves a 0.09% improvement in Top-1 accuracy while reducing 7% more FLOPs. Moreover, LCAF (80% FLOPs reduction) outperforms HRank (76.5% FLOPs reduction) by
a much higher margin of 1.83%. Unlike the HRank, LCAF
is more robust at a higher compression rate. LCAF proves
its pruning ability in both ResNet and plain structure.
MobileNet-V2. The effect of the LCAF is also tested
at the MobileNet-V2 [34] on CIFAR-10. Since it is originally designed for ImageNet, to run the MobileNet-V2 on
CIFAR-10 (image size of 32 × 32 × 3), we used the modified version. Some of the downsampling layers (1st, 3rd,
and 4th) are disabled in this modified version, i.e stride of a
few layers are changed from 2 to 1. LCAF successfully reduced the FLOPs by 55% by achieving final top-1 accuracy
of 94.96% given a baseline of 94.51%.
4.2.2

Results on ImageNet

Experiments on ImageNet were conducted to validate its effectiveness on a large-scale dataset. The ResNet-50 model
was used for this experiment, and the results are shown in
Table 3. We obtain an accuracy drop of only 0.48% in the
Top-5 accuracy, with over 60% acceleration. Among the

Table 3. Comparison results of ResNet-50 on ImageNet dataset.
Method
Baseline
SFP [6]
HRank [20]
GDP [21]
FPGM [8]
ThiNet [27]
DCP [41]
LCAF
LFPC [5]
HRank [20]
LCAF

Top-1 (%)
76.13
74.61
74.98
71.89
74.83
71.01
74.95
75.66
74.46
71.98
75.14

Top-5 (%)

FLOPs ↓
(%)

Param ↓
(%)

41.8
43.8
51.3
53.5
55.8
55.8
56.1
60.8
62.1
62.6

36.7
51.6
51.5
34.2
46.0
48.0

92.86
92.06
92.33
90.71
92.32
90.02
92.32
92.69
92.04
91.01
92.38

existing studies, two methods, LFPC [5] and HRank [20]
reduced FLOPs by more than 60%. While reducing a similar percentage of FLOPs, we outperformed them in terms
of both Top-1 accuracy and Top-5 accuracy. Specifically,
we recorded a 3.16% improvement in Top-1 accuracy and
1.37% in Top-5 accuracy compared to HRank while achieving the same FLOPs reduction. This margin is a significant
difference in this field, which proves the effectiveness of
our proposed method. Compared to the LFPC, LCAF also
outperforms it in all aspects, namely, Top-1 accuracy, Top-5
accuracy, and FLOPs reduction. The performance improvement of LCAF in both small-scale and large-scale benchmarks describes the efficacy of LCAF in general settings.

5. Ablation Studies and Analysis
5.1. Effect of Weight Modification
LCAF with weight modification reduces the change in
loss when pruning channels. To verify whether the weight
modification is actually beneficial, we observed the difference in loss with and without weight modification by pruning each channel repeatedly. We independently removed
each channel Ili (i = 1, · · · , 16) in a layer, and observed
the difference in the validation loss of the network after the
removal of each channel. The 9th convolutional layer of
ResNet-32 on CIFAR-10 is used for this ablation, and the
results are shown in Figure 3. For all channels, the loss
change is significantly reduced. This proves the effectiveness of the weight modification. It is a useful technique
that makes pruning more stable and results in faster convergence.

5.2. Independency on Number of Input Samples
Unlike the use of filter values, the use of feature maps
necessarily depends on the input data distribution. Since we
observe the linear approximation ability between the feature
maps, the number of sample images used in the criterion
calculation could behave as an important factor.
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Figure 3. The ablation on weight modification. We observed the
difference in validation loss by repeatedly removing each channel
in a layer. With weight modification, the loss of the network varies
much less.
Table 4. Ablation study on number of input samples used in LCAF
calculation. The results show the accuracy after pruning with different numbers of input samples m.

CIFAR-10

CIFAR-100

# samples

Acc (%)

# samples

Acc (%)

2
8
32
128
512
2048

91.09
91.90
92.25
92.44
92.38
92.34

2
8
32
128
512
2048

66.75
67.84
68.39
68.52
68.41
68.52

To verify the influence of the input data, we conducted
an experiment using various numbers of input sample images. The same pruning process is applied while changing
the number of images used in the LCAF criterion calculation to m = 2, 8, 32, 128, 512, and 2048. The performance after pruning is presented in Table 4. In this experiment, the ResNet-32 network and two datasets CIFAR-10
and CIFAR-100 are used, and all models are pruned with
55% FLOPs reduction.
In both CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100, we obtain a considerably lower performance with 2 and 8 sample images.
However, the accuracy converges after using 32 images.
Although there are 50,000 training images, it appears that
it is possible to extract the characteristics of each feature
sufficiently by using only over 32 samples. This shows
that our work is almost unaffected by the number of input samples. A more remarkable result is that a similar
phenomenon is observed for both CIFAR-10 and CIFAR100. Since CIFAR-100 has a considerably larger number
of classes, fewer samples could not extract the appropriate
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0

0.5

1

0.E+00

Figure 4. Observations of loss change by gradually decreasing
the value of each feature to zero. (Right) Each graph shows the
pruning of six different features. (Left) Magnified view of one
graph. The horizontal line is the ratio α from 0 to 1, where we
decrease the feature map value as I ′ ← αI. The vertical line
represents the loss change with respect to the original loss (at I ′ =
I). The blue line indicates the actual loss change of the network
when the feature gradually becomes zero. The red line represents
the prediction from the gradient-based approach.

features for CIFAR-100. However, these results prove that
the criterion calculation of the proposed LCAF is effective
regardless of the number of classes.

5.3. Global Pruning Criteria
In this section, we first reveal the problem of the
gradient-based criterion by observing the actual loss
change, and secondly, we show that the proposed normalized norm criterion is more effective quantitatively.
Observations on gradient-based approach. We conduct a simple experiment to observe the actual loss change
and loss prediction based on Equation 13. The observations
are shown in Figure 4. The six graphs on the right are the
loss change graphs observed by gradually reducing each of
the six different features to zero. That is, the feature map
varies from the initial point (I ′ = I) to the pruned point
(I ′ = 0). The figure on the left shows a magnified view of
one graph. The red line indicates the loss change prediction based on the gradient at the initial point, whereas the
blue line indicates the actual loss change recorded by forwarding the network at each point. As we can observe, the
red line effectively approximates linearly at the initial point
(α = 1). However, it is not sufficient to predict the actual
loss change when removing the channel.
Previously, this approach is known to be a more effective way than traditional norm-based criteria due to its clear
theoretical background. However, the loss of the network is
a complex function that includes many parameters. Therefore, the approximation using this gradient-based criterion
is only suitable in an ideal situation, and has difficulties in
providing accurate predictions in real settings.
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Table 5. Ablation study on the pruning criteria. The networks are
pruned based on three different global criteria.

Gradient-Based
Unnormalized Norm
Normalized Norm (Ours)

50% ↓

60% ↓

93.32
92.36
93.66

92.97
90.02
93.45

Number of Channels

FLOPs reduction

5.4. Computational Complexity
The calculation of the LCAF channel selection criterion
seems complicated; however, it actually consists of simple
matrix operations and does not require heavy computation,
such as fine-tuning or back-propagation. Therefore, it does
not take much time, although we observe the entire network.
We measured the actual computation time in our environment. For ResNet-50 on ImageNet, the criterion calculation
for the entire network takes only 58 s to select the channel to prune. The following weight modification step takes
even less than 0.1s since it only replaces the weight value.
However, one epoch of fine-tuning takes 43 min, which is
more dominant. In the entire process, the calculation for
linear approximation requires an almost negligible amount
of computation (2.27% of overall time).

5.5. Sub-network Architecture after pruning
Global pruning observes the entire network, unlike layerwise pruning. Therefore, it has the advantage of finding optimal architecture. The final architecture of the compressed

Unnormalized Norm
Normalized Norm (Ours)

50
40
30
20
10
0

Quantitative Comparison.
To validate the advantage of the proposed normalized norm criterion, three experiments were performed with the same training settings
but different pruning criteria. 1) Gradient-based: Loss
prediction using the Taylor series approximation expressed
in Equation 13. 2) Unnormalized norm: Similar to our
normalized norm criterion, but normalization is not used.
Therefore, the measure of importance is ||ϵil ||. 3) Normalized norm (proposed): The criterion used in the LCAF,
which is expressed by Equation 11. The experiment was
conducted with ResNet56 on CIFAR-10, and acceleration
rates of 50% and 60% were used for diversity. We present
the Top-1 accuracy of the three models in Table 5. Among
the three criteria, our normalized norm criterion exhibits
the best performance for both acceleration rates. This result validates the observation presented in Figure 4. As
expected, the unnormalized norm (without normalization)
yields considerably lower performance in both FLOPs reduction. Since the norm of the feature maps is affected by
the depth of the layer, global pruning cannot proceed properly using the unnormalized norm criterion.
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Figure 5. The final pruned architecture of proposed LCAF. Without normalization, pruning tends to remove deeper layers and does
not prune the lower layer. The architecture becomes unstable and
exhibits lower performance. There are 15 indices on the horizontal
axis since ResNet-32 has only 15 residual blocks.

subnetwork is illustrated in Figure 5. The experiments are
conducted with ResNet-32 on CIFAR-10, and 50% of the
FLOPs are pruned. The black line indicates the original
ResNet, and the red line indicates our final pruned model.
We can observe that LCAF removed the channels similarly
across the entire layer. One remarkable observation here is
that there was not much pruning that occurred immediately
after the downsampling layers (6 and 11). This indicates
that there is much important information when downsampling occurs and the number of channels increases.
To verify the problem with the unnormalized norm criterion, we also observed the final pruned architecture when
the unnormalized norm criterion is adopted (blue). As expected, pruning usually occurs in deeper layers, which have
feature maps with small norms. Therefore, it finally yields
an unstable structure that does not operate properly.

6. Conclusion
In this study, we propose a novel channel pruning
framework, LCAF, which approximates each feature map
by the linear combination of other feature maps. The LCAF
effectively finds the replaceable channels by considering
the correlation between the various features in a layer.
In addition, weight modification was proposed to further
reduce the loss when removing channels. Moreover, we
propose a normalized norm criterion that overcomes the
drawbacks of the previous gradient-based approach.
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